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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
This is the final report on Contract NAS 8 - 34542 "Breadboard Float Zone 
Experiment System for High Purity Silicon", with a seven month contract period 
from 17 November, 1981 to 17 June, 1982. This  contract was performeci for 
NASA's George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, and was monitored by 
Mr. I.C. Yates.  
A breadboard float zone experimental system has been established a t  Westech 
Systems for use by NASA in the float-zone experimental a rea .  A used zoner 
of suitable size and flexibility was acquired and installed with the necessary 
utilities. Repairs, alignments and modifications were made to provide for  
dislocation-free zoning of silicon. The zoner i s  capable of studying process 
parameters used in growing silicon in gravity and i s  flexible to allow trying 
of new features that will test  concepts of zoning i n  microgravity. Growth of 
one-inch diameter crystals was demonstrated to the Float Zone Working Group 
on February 23, 1982. 
Characterizing the state-of-the-art molten zones of a growing silicon crystal  
will establish the data base against which improvements of zoning in gravity 
o r  growing in microgravity can be compared. 25 mm diameter was chosen a s  
the reference size, since growth in  microgravity will be  at  that diameter o r  
smaller for about the next 6 years.  Dislocation-free crystals were grown in 
the <loo> and < 111> orientations, using a wide set  of growth conditions. 
The zone shape a t  one set  of conditions was measured, by simultaneously 
aluminum doping and freezing the zone, lengthwise slabbing and delineating 
by etching. The whole set  of crystals,  grown under various conditions, were 
slabbed, polished and striation etched, revealing the growth interface shape 
and the periodic and aperiodic natures of the striations. Thb data will be  
analyze2 to study melt dynamic considerations. Zone shape data is being 
supplied to M. I. T. for consideration in their float-zone model. Initial analy- 
s i s  is included in the report, with more detailed analysis being planned for  
a future experimental program. 
New coil designs a r e  desired which will minimize or  eliminate the effects of 
the present coil slot. The slot causes a minimum in the heating r. f .  field 
which gives r i se  to microscopic inhomogeneities in resistivity, other impur- 
ities and crystal defects. These, in turn, effect the behavior of critical 
silicon devices. Coils made with a siotted coil tranefonning to an inner 
ehorted ring provided the coupling of p w e r  into the shorted ring, but it, in 
turn, did not couple power to a work load (graphite o r  silicon). The need for 
analytically studying r.f. coil fields i s  apparent. Design concepts to improve 
the slotted coils field have been developed. 
Growth of silicon crystals in microgravity a t  diameters useful i n  semiconductor 
device lines (25 to 100 mrn diameter) will take development t ime and more  power 
than is available on the shuttle for several years .  Can we determine the advan- 
tages of microgravity and characteriee key growth phenomena by experiments 
which can be carried out in the interim? Study of the available experimental 
arrangements, various phenomena to be ckraracterized and low power experirnen- 
tal  equipment indicate this is feasible. Growth of silicon fromtthe melt i n  the 
shape of a silicon slice should provide experimental characterization of the 
Marangoni flow. Ground-based experimental equipment is being assembled a t  
Marshall Space Flight Center to tes t  this concept. Zoning of small  diameter 
(5 mm) rods should be possible by modifying the ADSF (Advanced Directional 
Solidification Furnace) used on Spar sounding rockets. This would help in 
characterizing the use of alternative heating methods (hot wall), the behavior 
of gas (without convection) a s  a zoning atmosphere, and the role of Marangoni 
flow in a rod form (low to medium aspect ratio). Both experimental configura- 
tions would -1.5 suitable to growth of both silicon and silicon-germanium alloys. 
Ground-based investigations could be completed within a year,  with flights 
possible in the 1984-86 period. 
I. NASA BREADBOARD ZONER 
The purpose of this effort was to  establish a state-of-the-art float soning 
capability for  silicon that will b e  used in the NASA Float  Zone Working Group 
ecientific program. Its' use is available to a l l  investigators on NASA programs. 
I t  is expected that investigators will suggest process  changes, o r  may wish to  
participate in process studies o r  analysis using the eoner. 
A . A cqui sition 
Selection of the particular Float Zone Refiner (FZR) unit was made on the basis  
of several  cri teria.  The FZR was originally manufactured by Westech Systems, 
Inc. (WSI), thus modification and maintenance capability will be enhanced by 
familiarity with the machine construction. This  particular Zoner is quite 
versatile; i t  i s  capable of high vacuum o r  gas zoning and can also b e  utilized 
for  gas doping. The main chamber i s  equipped with 2 u s e r  ports;  one is 19cm 
diameter,  the other i s  6 . 4  cm.  These ports a r e  in addition to the door viewing 
port and a r e  positioned to allow access  to the zone a rea  by video, infrared o r  
other scanning o r  monitoring equipment. 
Figures 1 81 2 depict the zoner and an internal view of the main chamber, 
respectively. The following table is a summary of the performance specifica- 
tions. 
1. Material Size 
Maximum feed rod travel length 
Maxim- finished crystal  travel length 
61 cm.  
61 cm.  
2. Zoning Environment 
Gas Argon, Helium, etc. 
Va cuurn 
Gas Doping 
Diffusion Pumped High Vacuum 
System t o r r )  
Gas plus diluent. Control unit 
mus t  be  added. 
3. Growth ra tes  (both transports)  
Fas t  (for rapid transport  positioning only) 2000 m m  /min. 
Figure  
NASA Breadboard Zoner, 
Showing (from l e f t )  t h e  r. f .  
and vacuum c o n t r o l s ,  zoning 
chamber, speed c o n t r o l  and 
gas  c o n t r o l  pane l  
I n s i d e  of Zoning Chamber. 
The r.f. c o i l  is  on t h e  l e f t ,  
w i t h  a  s i l i c o n  p o l y c r y s t a l  
feedrod above i t  and g r a p h i t e  
p r e h e a t e r  below. A t  t h e  
bcttom is t h e  s i l i c o n  seed i n  
i ts chuck. 
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Figure 3 - Installed NASA Breadboard Zoner. 
The r.f. generator i s  at the left, the deionized 
cooling water for r .  f .  circuits a t  right. Power 
and water lines a r e  attached to the back wall. 
Figure 4 - External water chiller for  regulating 
cooling water temperature.  
4. R . F .  Power  Supply 
Power  Input 
Power  Output 
F requescy 
80 KW max. 
50 KW max. 
2.7 mhe 
The inrtallstion of the zoner involved three phases: 
1. Preparation o i  the facility. 
2. Assembly and interconnection of the zoner with the requisite plant services.  
3. Maintenance and required modifications to allow performance of the prelim- 
inary experiments. 
The zoner system requires a la rge quantity of deionized, ternpe ra ture  stabilized 
cooling water. A source of clean a i r  is required. Electrical  power mus t  b e  
adequate for  the R. F. Power Supply. All of these se rv ices  were  installed e i ther  
p r io r  to o r  just af ter  the zoner was delivered. Figure  3 shows the zoner installa- 
tiox, including the deionizied cooling water reservoir  at  the right. The water 
chilling unit was installed on a specially prepared pad outside the building. (See 
Figvare 4 ) A 950 l i ter  reservoir  with appropriate pumps was installed adjacent 
to the zoner. Electrical power disconnects and switching units fo r  the water 
pumps and chil ler  were  installed a t  appropriate locations. Electri.ca1 power 
and cooling water connections were  made to the zoner and the R . F .  Power  
Supply. Plumbing and connection of the roughing vacuum lines and the roughing 
vacuum pump completed the f i r s t  two phases of the installation. 
The machine had been out of service  for  some t ime pr ior  to delivery to  Westech. 
F o r  this reason, i t  was necessary to perform a thorough maintenance procedure. 
This included disassembly and cleaning of the chamber seals  and the transport  
d r ive  mechanisms. Defective and worn par ts  were  replaced. The t ransport  
motion control systems were  recalibrated to  mil l imeters  pe r  minute. The 
transports were  adjusted to  ensure  that the work shafts were  axially centered 
and vertically aligned. Some machine work was required on the r. f. zoning 
coil mount block to ensure centering the coil with respect  to the work shafts. 
A defective Power Tube was found in  the R .  F. Power  Supply; this was replaced 
and appropriate calibration and frequency adjustments were  made. 
The gas system required several  modifications. The gas valves were  not 
vacuum tight and were  subject to vacuum lock-out on backfilling the chamber 
with argon; these were replaced. The vacuum vent valve was of insufficient 
s ize  to allow rapid backfilling of the chamber to bring up to atmospheric 
pressure ,  *o this valve was replaced also. The Westech Standard Gas System 
(commercially supplied on zonere) was installed to provide fas ter ,  m o r e  accurate 
and reliable gas control. 
The vacuum system was tested for  leaks and these were  corrected.  
C. Operation 
The purpose of the zoner is to grow silicon crysta ls  under very exact growth 
conditions. Initial operation indicated bet ter  physical alignment of the ehafts 
and r.f. coil were required. Initial zoning produced single crysta ls .  Figure  5 
shows a crystal  being zoned inside the zoner. Dislocation-free crysta ls  were  
f i r s t  zoned in  February,  and the zoner was growing crysta l  a t  the t ime of the 
Float Zone Working Group visit on February 23, 1982 
Growth of crystals under a wide variety of conditions was accomplished with 
the ,.id of consultant Ronald Schultz of Sanford, Michigan, who donated h i s  
t ime to this program. The se t  of crysta ls  grown under these varying conditions 
a r e  shown in  Figure 6 . The crystal  on the right was increased to 37 m m  
(1.5 inch) diameter.  The second from the right was the crysta l  where the mel t  
was decorated with aluminum. All other crysta ls  a r e  25 m m  dislocation f ree;  
the f a r  left crystal  i s  <loo,> orientation, with the remainder being 4 Ill> . 
The zoner has proven i t  can repeatedly zone dislocation f r ee  crysta ls  to the 
lengths necessary for  these studies, including growth a t  high speeds (5 mm/min .  
and 30 rpm) and low speeds (1 mm/min.  and 6 rpm) without generator o r  t rans  - 
port problems. 
D. Reauired Future Modifications 
The z m e r ,  ar  purchased, was designed to operate i n  a production environment. 
Several of the control system components do not provide the high accuracy 
necessary for precise  characterization. of state of-the-art silicon zoning and 
deve!opment leading to microgravity experiments. In part icular,  the controls 
for growth rate and the motors  do not provide the velocity control accuracy nor 
the velocity range capability required, especially fo r  very slow apeed zoning. 
The R. F .  Power Supply exhibits some instability a t  light loading and i t  does 
not provide sufficient power regulation. There  a r e  no interface mechanisms 
to allow recording of growth pa rametere  o r  computer monitoring o r  control. 
The following schedule delineates the modifications necessary to prepare  the 
zoner fo r  the exacting research work required of it. 
1. Install the Westech (commercial zoner design) phase locked translation 
Motor Control System. This includes low inertia motors  and integral ,  
precision gearboxes and optical digital encoders. 
2. Replace the R . F .  Power  Supply control circuitry with the Westech Dropper 
Tube Power Control Relulator System. This would include the Dropper 
Tube filament t ransformer  & the associated closed loop control component 
modules. 
3.  Install Data Acquisition Modules that wil l  allow computer a c c e s s  of 
Translation Velocity, Rotation Rate and RF P o w e r  Set  Point .  
. .  :, 
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F i g u r e  5 - Growth of a Silicon crys ta l .  The  seed i s  
a t  the bottom, with the tapered transi t ion above i t .  
The  mel t  begins where  the  m a t e r i a l  s t a r t s  decreas ing 
in  d iameter .  
F i g u r e  6 - Crys ta l s  Grown in the NASA Breadboard 
Zoner.  (These  a r e  mounted on graphite, ready f o r  
sawing) 
11. CHARACTERIZING THE MOLTEN ZONE 
Growth of silicon crysta ls  by float zoning provides c rys ta l s  of euperior purity, 
which a r e  used to make many cr i t ica l  devices that control electr ical  power and 
detect light, infrared heat and x- rays .  The growtb technique involves a high 
degree  of operator skill. Considerable improvements have been made i n  
growth processes  by studying and changing process  parameters .  However, the 
solid-melt growth system has  not been studied analytica:ly and mel t  p topert ies 
and phenomena a r e  not well characterized.  Predicting the advantages of pro- 
cessing in microgravity will requi r e  sepela ting gravity influenced phenomena 
(such as  bouyancy convection) f r o m  phenomena not affected by gravity(such a s  
surface tension driven convection). Models a - being developed using numer-  
ica l  computor techniques (at M. I. T .  ). The effects of these  phenomena must  be 
determined expe rimentaliy, under controlled growth conditions, to corre la te  to  
the models. This will begin by characterizing crysta ls  grown under known con- 
ditions by present state-of -the-a r t  techniques. 
A .  Growth of Crystals  
Crystals  have been grown at  one inch diameter in the NASA Breadboard Zoner. 
Initial growth attempts, while the equipment was being tested and growth skills 
developed, resulted in several  crys ta ls  which were  not dislocation-free. Dis-  
location f ree  growth techniques were acquired from Mr.  Ronald Schultz of 
Sanford, Michigan, who both grew crystals  and taught the Westech operator.  
Figure 6 shows the dislocation-fre crys ta ls  grown. Table 1 l i s t s  the 
crysta ls  and the grswth conditions under which they were  grown. 
B. Methods of Crystal  Characterization 
- 
The xo l t en  zone and grown crysta l  need to be c b r a c t e r i z e d  to provide the 
experimenta. .ounterpart to the computor model of growing. This involves 
the shape of the molten zone and freezing interface,  The exterio*. shape can 
be captured photographically during growth, with the coil obscuration being 
eliminated by splitting the image by photographing a t  2a angle below the 
melt  and another above the mel t .  
A technique was developed by ~ e l l e r '  to show both exter ior  sur faces  and the 
molten-solid interfaces by injecting aluminum into the mel t  ( see  Figure  7 ) 
and rapidly solidifying, with the top and bottom rods included in  the f roze3 
e'ructure. This i s  then sawn lengthwise and etched (using a modified C P 4  etch 
of nit,ic, acetic & hydroflouric acids) to show the fo rmer  mel t  shape. Figure  8 
shows the crysta l  grown (on left),  the doped mel t  with the frozen expansion t ip  
protruding toward the bottom of the picture, and the poly feed d (right).  The 
etched cross-section slab i s  shown i n  Figures  9 and 10 . Figure  9 shows 
the seed and crysta l  portion on the left, the brightly colored aluminum-alloy 
showing where the me l t  was and the ingot being melted to the right of the melt.  
Table 1 Silicon Crystals  Grown for  Characterization P r o g r a m  
Crystal No. Orient. Total Crysta l  Growth Lower Rod Upper Rod 
Lecgth Speed (mmlmin)  Rotation Rotation 
cm. Rate rpm Rate rpm 
4.1 14.6 1 
4.0 15 0 
4.0 15 7 c .c  .w. 
3.0 0 . 7  
4.0 15 - 7  
2.0 15 . 7  
2.0 15 - .7 C.W. 
Meit Aluminum doped and quenched 
<111 > 17 2 .9  (2.5 cmD.) 15.5 0 
1.9 (3.7 cmD.) 15.5 0 
Coil has modified slot 
Figure 7 Aluminum doping setup, showing high purity 
aluminum wire on the preheater arm, which 
can be injected into the melt from above the coil. 
Figure 8 Aluminum - doped melt crystal. 
. . C,<!<iid [ti- i-,,.,,: 
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Figure 9 - Aluminum decorated silicon melt .  
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Figure  10 - Close up of aluminum decorated 
melt of Figure  9 . 
Figure 10 is a close-up view of the same melt .  
The growth interface shape can a lso be  seen  i n  resistivity str iat ions which 
c::n be etch-decorated. The hot spot in  the coil (close to the slot) gives r i s e  
t . a rapid melting of previously grown crystal ,  followed by a rapid freezing. 
't his gives r i s e  to an increase  i n  impurity concentration due to the  higher 
i:ffective segregation coefficient a t  higher instantaneous growth speeds. This 
.eads to a rrricroscopic suddenly lower resistivity (striation), which i s  p re -  
lerrentially etched by etchants which a r e  specific f o r  higher chemical activity. 
'This procedure and the results  a r e  described i n  section C below. F r o m  p r e -  
vious studies, i t  is also known that non-doping impurities, such a s  carbon, 
znd crysta l  defects (swirls) a r e  a lso  concentrated a t  the str iat ion lines. This 
I. udden change in growth speed does indicate the  shape of the mel t -crysta l  
i lterface a t  that point in  time. 
C . Striation Etching 
Obtaining etched striation patterns that a r e  easy to analyze in  the microscope 
.3nd to photograph requires good sample preparation. Figure 11 shows the 
1.L). diamond blade saw used to obtain the s labs  for  analysis, which were  
usually cut lengthwise down the center of the cylindrical crysta l .  The s labs  
a r e  then hand lapped with 12 P m S i c  powder i n  water  on glass  plates to remove 
saw marks  and other surface i r regular i t ies .  They a r e  then chemically polished 
ir a modified C P 4  (5 par t s  HN03, 3 par ts  acetic acid, 2 par t s  HF). This 
stirface can be directly striation etched, but the appearance under the micro-  
sco1.e i s  not .; good a s  f o r  chemical-mechanically polished surfaces.  The la t t e r  
i s  d:>ne on the Westech double-sided polisher shown in  Figure  12 . One side 
i s  polished, using the top plate fo r  p ressure  and using a special cutout in the  
mylar  sheet which holds the slab. In this manner, non-round slabs can be 
pol'.shed. 
Tht: rtriation etching procedure i s  described in  Table 2 . This is a 
rnodilication >f '.he ivlayer and Kamperer etches. Figure  13 shows the etch- 
ing hood with - 3. lamp, variac and t imer .  
Since th striation etch was originally developed for  m o r e  heavily doped 
crysc  i s  (1 ohm-cm Si : Ga), changes had to be  made to bring out the str iat ion 
line. more  distinctly i n  this undoped (except fo r  residual poly impurit ies)  
sl-icon of high resistivity (one crysta l  was 1500 ohm-cm p-type). Longer 
?tchi?g times (20 minutes), under slightly m o r e  intense light (80% variac setting), 
more acetic arid buffering (300 ml . )  and more  wetting agent (20 drops)  was 
found to be :he best .  
Thee,. striation etching conditions a r e  so long that oxidation of the surface 
c ipher  introduces spots to obscure some of the etched lines o r  a total dense 
covering of oxide. We have reached the limit of this etching technique. I t  is 
recommended that a light doping of gallium be used to make the demarcation 
etching zasier. Professor  Brown (M.I.T.) has  requested doping to show 
radial gradients to show the effect of flow, and gallium would be an ideal  
dopant. A good dopant to show fas t  transient effects would be phosphorus, 
Figure 11 Diamond-blade saw for slicing and slabbing 
silicon crystals. 
Figure 12 Double-sided polisher for chemical-mechanically 
polishing silicon slabs. Note mylar sheet 
carrier to hold slices between the upper and 
lower, rotating, plates. 
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Step 1 
Table 2 - Striation Etching Procedure 
Lap, chemically polish with CP4 and 
chemical/m echanical polish 
CP4 polish with 5 cm3/cm2 surface 
a r e a  
Stop with equal amount of HN03 
Dilute with D. I. water 
Transfer  to Acetic Acid without the 
surface drying 
Transfer  to f resh  etching solution without 
the surface drying: 
300 m l  Acetic Acid 
20 drops wetting agent (Photo-Flo 2001 
2.0 gm NaNo2 
Illuminate with 2 50 watt I. R. bulb (Va riac a t  80%) 
Duration: 20 minutes 
Rinse in  D. I. water and methanol and blow dry  
d C . .  
--.-- 
Figure  13 - Etching hood and sink. The I . R .  
lamp,  va r iac  (va r iable t r ans fo rmer )  2nd t i m e r  
used fo r  s t r ia t ion  etching a r e  a t  the right. 
- " I .  
with a relatively high segregation coefficient (approximately 0.6). 
The striations can then be observed i n  a bright field microscope with 
N omarski (phase interference contra st)  objectives. This i s  an Olympus 
model BH unit, with halogen lamp, magnifications from 50 to 1000 and an 
automated exposure Polaroid -back camera.  (see Figure 14 1. 
A slab, which has been polished and striation etched, i s  shown i n  Figure 15. 
This slab shows the seed a t  right, for a <I l l> crystal .  
D. Effect of Growth Conditions on Melt Characterist ics 
The crystals were striation etched and analyzed by the Nomarski microscope 
to reveal some of the characterist ics of the melt-freezing interface system. 
The delineation of striations was light and often obscured by oxide films and 
not a l l  of the growth parameters  could be followed. The growth conditions 
w i l l  be repeated, in large part, using Ga doping on the follow-on effort. 
Characteristics of the grown crystal  a r e  divided into the several  catagories 
of information, a s  striation etching r ~ - a l s  the results from the freezing 
interface: 
1. Growth Interface Shape. The curvature of the growth interface, a s  
delineated by the major  s t r ia  (rotational meltback striations), changes a s  the 
diameter changes. The curvature can be characterized as: 
f r ~ m  seed (3 m m  diameter)  
to 14 mm diameter convex (toward melt) 
a t  14 rnm flat 
> 14 m m  concave 
a t  15 mm (decreasing to 
close crystal  off a t  tang end) flat to slightly convex 
15 m m  (at top of tang end) concave 
Figure 16 shows the mnvex nature of the striation a t  the seed end of a < l o o >  
crystal  (000 slab 1). The faceted interface of a < 111 > crystal  a t  full diameter 
(crystal  003 slab 1) is shown in Figure  17. This composite photograph was made 
by photographing the interface a t  50 x in 23 horizontal steps. The vertical 
scale i s  the same a s  the horizontal, with each minor division being 22.2 u m .  
The interface shape can be taken from this figure for  correlating to  models under 
these same growth conditions of: 
orientation : < U l >  
diameter 25 m m  
average growth rate: 3.4 mm/min  
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Figure 14 - Olympus Nomarski microscope with 
Polaroid camera for striation photography. 
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Figure 15  - Polished and S t r i a t i o n  Etched Slab. 
< I l l 7  c r y s t a l  007 s l a b  1;  seed i s  
a t  the r i g h t .  
Figure 16 - Convex s t r i a t i o n  a t  seed end of <LOO> 
c r y s t a l .  Crystal  000 s l a b  I .  Note curved 
l l n e  under s c a l e .  3 e l t  i s  a t  the top; grow<. 
a t  the bottom 
Figure 17 - Growth Interface S h a ~ e  of <111> dislocation free 
crystal. Composite microphotogranh on striation etched 
s lab .  
Lower rotation ra te  : 15 rpm 
(of crysta l )  
Upper rotation rate : 0 
(of feed rod) 
2. Concavity of major striations. The concavity (distance in  the axial 
direction between the highest and lowest points of the growth interface) varies 
markedly between <loo> and < 111 > crystals .  A < 100> crysta l  (000 slab 1 
grown a t  3 mmlmin.  a t  14.5 rprn lower and 1.2 rpm upper a t  27 m m  
diameter)  has a simple concave shape, with the center being 3.7 m m  lower than 
the edge. < l l l x  rystals have a central facet which is higher than the 
curved interface toward the edges of the crystal .  Table 3 indicates the degree 
of concavity under various growth conditions. F rom the <111> crysta l  interface 
shape, i t  can be assumed that the isotherms near the growth interface a r e  a 
W-shape : high a t  the outsides and center and with a minimum a t  roughly 
213 of the radius. If this is correct ,  then the center of a very concave 
<loo> growth interface is very undercooled and should incorporate impurities 
a t  higher concentrations than a t  the edges of the crysta l .  As seen on 
crystal  004, the curvature of the growth interface shape changes markedly with 
growth rate and probably indicates a marked difference in  bouyancy convection 
velocities. 
3. Spacing and shape of major  striations. The variation in zoning speeds 
can be determined from the variation of distances between the major  striations 
caused by the growing interface reacting with the cold spot of the r.f. coil. This 
produces a helical front with a spacing determined by the rotation and translation 
rates of the growing crystal .  While we cannot yet measure  the instantaneous 
speeds of either accurately (which will be  done in the follow -on program), i t  
will be assumed that the rotation ra te  i s  constant. This i s  a reasonable assump- 
tion since the mechanical drive train i s  very simple compared to the dr ive t ra in  
for  translation. Crystal 004 (slab position 5) shows speeds of: 
5.82 mm Imin. 
over a 4 second period, o r  a 16% maximum variation, based on the average 
velocity. The lines also were bending, with the interval between any two lines 
being variable, a s  shown in Figure 18. At a slower speed of L lmm/min .  on 
the same crystal, the variation was 22'70. Crystal  004 (position 5) showed a 
12'70 variation a t  5.33 mmlrnin. 
Table 3 - Growth Interface Concavity 
C rys tal 0 rienta tion Growth Upper Lower Concavity 
Rate Rotation Rotation (mm) 
mm/min .  rpm r P m  Edge minimum 
t o  to center 
min .  for 111 
000 slab 1 100 > 3 14 .5  1.2 3 . 7  - 
003 slab 1 < 111 > 3 .4  15 0 . 2 8  
004 slab 5 <I11 > 2 . 0 5  30 0 1.1 . 3 3  
004 slab 5 . 111 > 5 .26  3U 0 . 4 4  .66 
Figure  18 Major s t r i a t i o n s  i n  c r y s t a l  004 ( n o s i t i o n  5)  
showing v a r i a t i o n  between l i n e s  and bending 
of  l i n e s  (50 x) 
Figure  19 I n t e r s e c t i o n  o i  . : I l l ?  growth E la t  ( r i g h t )  and 
curved i n t e r f a c e  ( l e f t )  f o r  < I l l ,  c r y s t a l  003. 
Note f e a t h e r i n g  (minor s t r i a t i o n )  a t  t h e  i n t e r -  
s e c t i o n  (50 x ,  each  d i v i s i o n =  22.2 ~lrn). 
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The intersection of the < 11L growth plateau in the center of the crystal  and 
the curved interface is shown i n  Figure 19 for crystal 003 (slab 1) a t  an 
average growth rate of 3.37 mm/min. Figure 20 shows a different part of 
the s a m e  slab, with an average growth rate  of 4.08 mmlmin. The curved 
feathers a r e  s imilar  to the FZ1 feathers of Bauser and ~ o z ~ o n ~ i ~ ,  which 
they describe a s  an interaction between type I (striations delineating the 
instantaneous position of the solid-liquid interface o r  major  striations) with 
type II (the instantaneous positions of laterally advancing terraces)  striations. 
The growth iaterface changes angle wken i'le crystal  changes diameter. 
Figure 21 shows the shift from decreasing diameter (divisim 30, where lines 
a r e  perpendicular to  the overall growth direction oi  the crysthl! to i n ~ r e a s , , . ~  
diamet; r (division 70)near the crystal  center. This is a c:W: crystal 
(000 i leb 1) an? the striations do not l ie on a given crystallographic plane. 
Figure 22 shows the bending a t  the surface of the crystal. In the left photo, 
the diaineter i s  decreasing and the lines a r e  bending toward being parallel to 
the surface (stria a t  division 62). The z i  ght photo has the lines Lent in  the 
opposite direction, also tending toward being parallel to the surface. 
4. Swirl. Both type A and B swirls a r e  observed in these dislocation- 
free crystals. These a r e  defined in reference 1 p. 193. The large A-swirl 
a r e  caused by collapsing B-swirl. Figure 23 shows two A-swirl, with the 
triangular one at  division 30 having sides of 59,28 and 59 p m length. TZle 
linear A-swirl a t  division 68 is 36 pm long. The B-swirl a r e  about 3 to 6 pm 
diameter hillocks (see division 33 and 35). This was a t  a growth rate of 
5 4.95 mmlmin, , which deKock claims is fast enough to avoid swirl. Figure 24 
shows similar A and B-swirl types on the same crystal. Figure 25 shows that 
these a r e  not clustered a t  the striations. These a r e  for a cl l l> crystal. 
F o r  the < 100 > crystals, with more  concavity, the B-swirls precipitate primarily 
on the major striations, with a few on the minor striations. Figure 26 shows this 
for crystal 001 slab position 2 (3 mmlmin.  growth rate a t  6 rpm). Major s t r ia -  
tions a r e  a t  divisions 35 and 65. Close viewing shows that the B-swirls a r e  
formed in the region grown immediately af ter  the growth striation. On circular 
sl ices cut perpendicular to the growth direction, the striations a r e  concentric 
circles, with the swirl concentrated on them. 
: Very few swirl a r e  seen when the growth interface is convex o r  flat. It 
appears that a concave interface leads to swirl and that the very deep concaves 
of <loo> crystals lead to many B-swirl precipitated on striations. When this 
precipitation does not occur (as for <Il l> crystals) the B-swirl a r e  f ree  to 
migrate and collapse to form A-swirl. 
5. Minor striations. Minor, feathering-type, striations always occur 
between the major striations. These can be seen in Figures 20,21, 22, and 26. 
Based on the instantaneous growth rates determined by the major  striations, 
their periodicity in distance and time can be  dete rrnined. Table 4 shows this 
0RIG:NAC PAGF 
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Figure 20 Intersectior. of < 111 plateau (top) with 
curved growth interface, showing the 
iarge curved feather. Crystal  003 
slab 1 (50 x, each division = 22.2 u r n ) .  
Figure 21 Change of striation direction going from 
decreasing diameter (division 30) to in- 
creasing diameter (division 70) (50 x,  
each division = 22 .  ' 11m). 
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Figure  23 A and  B-swirl (crvs t~:?  004 s l a b  5 < I l l > )  
:.400 s, each d i v i s i o n  = 2.8 urn). 
Figure 24 A and B - s w i r l  ( a l s o  on c r y s t a l  004 s l a b  5) 
(200 x ,  each d i v i s i o n  = 5.6 urn). 
Figure  2 5  A an3 B-swir l  and str iat ions of crys ta l  004 slab 5 
(< 111> ) (50 x ,  each division = 22.2 rn) (average 
growth ra te  = 5 .3  mrnlmin.) .  
F igu re  26 B-swirl  precipitate. on major  str iat ion fo r  a <I003 
crystal  (50 x, each division = 22 .2  1, m). 
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periodicity under various growth parameters.  There is no significant 
trend of the time periodicity with growth speed, rotation rate  o r  orienta- 
tion. This would indicate that this i s  a fluctuation in the melt  which is not 
relative to the interface shape. Note that the minor striations show up as  
faint lines and some could be missed being seen. The Ga doping, planned 
in  the future, should alleviate this possibility and make more  precise 
determinations possible. 
III . IMPROVED COIL STUDIES 
The source of the major  resistivity inhomogeniety i n  zoned silicon crysta ls  
is the slot i n  the r. f .  coil. The slot prevents shorting of the coil and allows 
current to flow around the coil, a s  i t  i s  an integral pa r t  of the r.f. t ransformer  
circuit.  The slot is an a rea  where the current  i s  concentrated, thus providing 
a hot spot for  heating of the silicon; the par t  of the coil opposite of the elot i s  
the cold spot. The silicon c rystal-melt  interface suddenly loses  heat a s  i t  
t ravels  near  the cold spot and the mel t  f reezes  fas te r .  This incorporates m o r e  
dopant (and other impurities), providing for a resistivity minimum. When the 
crystal  i s  cut axially ( a l o ~ g  i t s  length), this shows up a s  a resistivity minimum 
line- o r  striation. 
Minimizing the resistivity variation a t  the str iat ion could be  accomplished by 
minimizing the thermal fluctuation, which i s  done by maximizing the r. f. flux 
uniformity around the coil. 
A .  Shorted Ring Coil 
One concept fo r  eliminating the coil slot i s  for  the slotted coil to induce current  
into a secondary shorted ring. This would prevent shorting the t ransformer  
circuit.  Two coil arrangements were  selected. Figure 27 shows the 
drawing for  a secondary, shorted work coil which i s  beneath the slotted coil. 
The ground connection is made by the cooling water supply tubing. An a i r  
gap of 1.25 m m  separated the surfaces of the two coils. 
The second coil design has  the shorted secondary inside the slotted coil, i n  a 
co-planar arrangement, a s  shown in  Figure 28 . The gap between coils 
was slightly eccentric, with a maximum a i r  gap of 1.27 mm,  adjacent to the 
slot in the pr imary coil. The secondary i s  grounded to the pr imary  180° from 
the slot by si lver brazing, with the secondary coil cooling water tubing making 
the ground connection. 
The shape characterist ics of the secondary c c ~ ~ s  \:as s imi l ia r  to slot coil 
designs: 
Center hole diameter  = 2 5 m m  
Center edge radius = 1 m m  
Top face slope = 11 degrees  
Bottom face slope = 7 degrees  
Figure 29 shows the bottom views of both coils .  
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Figure 29 - R .  F . Zoning coils with shorted 
secondary rings. Top: Axially displaced ring. 
Bottom: Coplanar ring inside slotted coil.  
The pr imary purpose of the experiment was to determine if sufficient 
R.  F. current  could be induced in  the work coil to provide the electro-magnetic 
energy required f o r  float zone refining. If this we re  found to  b e  t rue ,  then 
a second se r i e s  of experiments would be conducted. These  experiments would 
involve the growth a€ severa l  c rys ta l s  with the new method, and comparing the i r  
s t ructure  to crysta ls  grown with the slotted coil method. Analysis would focus 
on locating perturbations that could bc attributed to  the  nonuniform field of the  
slotted coil and their  absence i n  those crysta ls  grown with the  mew method. 
The initial par t  of the experiments,  that of determining the  coupling of energy 
to the work, was conducted with a carbon pre-heater  a s  a load. This  provided 
fast results ,  since the carbon couples readily to the field. F i r s t ,  the p r imary  
only of each new coil was installed. Measurements of plate cur ren t  and voltage 
were made with the load well away from the coil, then repeated with the load 
placed well into the cen te r  of the coil. As can b e  seen f rom the resul ts  shown 
in Table 5 , a noticeable increase  in plate cu r r en t  oczurs  when the load is 
coupled. This was t rue  for  both pr imary types and i s  typical f o r  the slotted 
coil a rrangem ent when zoning. 
Tes t s  of the pr imary of the  arrangement shown i n  F igure  27 resulted in the 
load being brought to red heat a t  a plate voltage of 4 KV and cur ren t  of 1.6 -4 
with the load spaced about 6 mrr: from the coil surface.  
The pr imary of the co-planar coil (Figure 28 ) a lso  brought the load to red 
heat. The greater  distance between coil and load due to  the l a rge  hole required 
a plate voltage of 6 K V  with subsequent current  of 2 . 4  A .  
The pr imary (shorted) coils  were  next assembled to their  respective secondar ies  
and the previous tes t s  were  conducted again. The  resul ts  this t ime  were  markedly 
differ-,. Introduction of the load into the field had no discernable effect on 
plate c11rrent. Most disappointing, however, was the inability to  induce sufficient 
energy in the load to br ing i t  to red heat. 
Neither shorted coil method t ransferred sufficient energy f rom the secondary to  
bring a carbon load to a red heat, with similar lack of heating being expected 
for  silicon. 
- n *  . 
TABLE 5 
Pla te  voltage and current  measurements of the R . F .  Power  Supply 
-- 
A .  Concentric, axially displaced secondary. 
P la te  Voltage Cur  rent  Load to coil spacing 
P r i m a r y  Only 4 KV 1.18A No load 
Secondary Installed 4  KV 
7 KV 
B. Co-Planar pr imary and secondary. 
1.2 A Load had no effect 
2 . 4 5 A  Load had no effect 
P r imary  Only 4  KV 1.3 A 
4  KV 
6 K V  
Secondary Installed 4  KV 
No Load 
Load up in  ring 
Load up i n  ring 
No load 
Load well into 
center hole 
No load 
Load well into 
center hole 
B. R .  F. Coil Sl ice Heating 
This  experiment was  designed to  provide a visual  display of the  r . f .  energy 
field that  is radiated f rom the  cen te r  of the  work coil.  A si l icon wafe r  was  
suspended above the  work coil and spaced a p p r o x i m a t ~ l y  3.2 m m  f r o m  the top 
surface .  Application of r. f. power will allow the  wafer  to  b e  brought to  red 
heat  without melting. T h e  shape of the  pa t tern  of the  red zone should then 
conform to  the  shape  and intensity of the r. f .  f ield. I r r egu la r i t i e s  in  the  
shape  or width of the  red zone would indicate associated i r r e g u l a r i t i e s  i n  
the  shape  and intensity of the r. f .  field. T h i s  should b e  pa rticula r iy  notice-  
able  in  the region around the slot ;  a "hot spot" h e r e  should noticeably a l t e r  
the  shape of the  red zone. 
T o  keep the  wafe r  para l le l  to the  coil  and to control  the gap, the  wafer  was  
suspended f rom the  upper  work shaft. T h e  upper t ranslat ion motion control  
was  used t o  position the  wafer  with respect  to  the coil. T h e  wafer  was  
suspended below the work shaft by 3 lengths of copper  w i r e  formed to  an  "L" 
shape.  T h e  w i r e s  w e r e  inser ted  i n  the  holes i n  the  work shaft  that normally 
hold the tantalum feed rod chuck f ingers .  They w e r e  then adjusted t o  e n s u r e  
ti%e c o r r e c t  positioning of the wafer  and secured by s e t  s c r e w s  (Figures  30 & 31 ). 
Placement  of the wafer  in  a position that was  concentr ic  with the  coil was not 
possible.  The  stud that is  utilized to provide a n  at tachment f o r  the cen te r - t ap  
ground connection caused the wafer  to be positioned about 6 m m  off centor ,  but 
s t i l l  i n  a pa ra l l e l  plane. 
The  experiment was conducted in  t h r e e  phases:  
1. Posi t ion the wafer .  
2 .  P r e - h e a t  the  wafer ,  using a typical carbon p rehea te r .  
3. Af ter  the wafer  is brought to red heat,  re-posi t ion i t  and vary  R. F. heating 
power to  obse rve  the  shape  and s i z e  of the  r e d  zone. 
Initially, the  wafer was positioned about 3.2 m m  above the  work coil ,  while 
the  carbon p re -hea te r  was  positioned below the  coil and about 1. 3 c m  below the 
wafer .  The  R . F .  P o w e r  Supply was  adjusted to  a quite low level  in compar ison 
to that normally used f o r  float zoning; typically, the p re -hea te r  i s  a t  white 
heat, but i n  this  case ,  it was heated to  a red glow. Th i s  was n e c e s s a r y  to 
prevent the w a f e r  f rom taking heat  in a precipi tous manner .  Under that condi- 
tion the wafer  will l i te ra l ly  explode when i t  t r a n s g r e s s e s  the  negative r e s i s t ance  
slope.  
The f i r s t  indication that the  wafer  has  been h ta ted  past  i t s '  c r i t i ca l  t e m p e r a t u r e  
and i s  in  the  negative r e s i s t ance  region is the  appearance  of a band of s i l icon 
that i s  a t  red heat .  This  band i s  about twice the  d iamete r  of the hole in the  work 
cjF:!(--::i*-.l. F;;;E 1:; 
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coil (4.6 cm) and is about 3 to 4 m m  wide. The wafer was then lowered until 
i t  was a t  i t ' s  closest  proximity to the work coil, a distance of about 2 mrn. A 
slight unsymetrical positioning of the wafer support wires  caused the wafer t o  t i l t  
on levitation. This caused a portion of the w d e r  to actually mel t .  
The shape of the red zone was not a s  originally expected. The hottest portion 
of the wafer occurred 180° away from the work coil slot. This is possibly 
explained by noting that the non-concentric placement of the wafer caused l e s s  
m a s s  a t  this point, with attending l e s s e r  ability to  dissipate the heat. 
The ring, which is heated most ,  i s  the porticn of the wafer where the  resistivity 
is reduced the most,  which i s  where the maximum electro-magnetic field is 
located. Thus, the current  is fur ther  concentrated in  this annular region until 
melting occurs.  (see  Figure  32 ) 
C. Proposed Studies 
One attempt was made a t  redacing the cur  :snt concentration a t  the coil slot. 
Figure  33 shows the drawing of a coil with the bottom of the slot, which 
i s  closest  to the growing crystal ,  opened wider by machining. Figure 34 
shows the opened slot i n  the coil. A crysta l  was zoned with this coil. Striation 
etching indicates there a r e  still  regularly spaced rotational meltback striations. 
Whether the magnitude of resistivity changes is improved would require spreading 
resistance on an intentionally doped crystal ,  such a s  planned for  the follow-on 
program. Additional work will be done on coil slot configliration i n  the follow-on 
program. 
The experiment on heating a sl ice indicates that this method of observing the 
r. f. field may be a promising one to use  on analyzing the r .  f .  field shape. Since 
the annular ring that melted was much l a rge r  diameter  than the c d l  central  
hole, i t  a lso  points out that we do not know the shape of the r.f.  field above 
(or  below) the coil. This points to a need of analytically understanding the r.f.  
field. A small  study to s t a r t  this work will be  s tar ted in  the follow-on effort.  
An additional t ransformer-radiator  design is scheduled to be  built and tr ied 
i n  the next program. 
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Figure 34 - R. F. Zoning coil with 
larger slot. 
1 CONCEPTS FOR PRECURSORY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS 
The purpose of this study is to identify meaningful experiments that will provide 
answers to quzstions on the differences in  float zone crystal  growth a s  one goes 
from g = 1 to microgravity conditions. These issues need to be  addressed in 
order to justify a major space experiment, with dedicated equipment. The 
latter, if justified, would b e  scheduled for the late 1880ts, foll   wing full defi- 
nition in 1985. 
The key question is whether hilarangoni flows will dominate the silicon melt 
heat and mass  flow characteristics,  in the absence of bouyancy convection. If 
i t  does, the melt  could still be turbulent and the interface shape could be  quite 
concave. But neither of these a r e  predictable with the knowledge we now have. 
By reducing the temperature gradient on the surface, i t  is conceivable that the 
flow could be quiescent, that transients in the flow would be absent and that the 
shape of the growth interface could be controlled. The key to modeling the 
role of Marangoni flow will be the values now being de temined  by Zft 
S. Hardy a t  the National Bureau of Standards. The key to minimizing A T 
might be the Thin Rod Zoning in a modified ADSF furnace discussed below. 
A .  Slice Zoning Experiments 
J. Verhoeven suggested a slice experiment a t  the 1981 Float Zone workshop6 
to look at  the Marangoni flow on earth and in microgravity. It consists of 
melting a circular molten zone in a silicon slice and refreezing in a controlled 
manner. The large surface-to-volume ratio should make the Marangoni flow 
dominant. I t  now has to be determined whether there is appreciable bouyancy 
flow a t  g = 1 to make a difference in melt  flow characteristics between g = 1 
and g = 0 .  If there i s  not, then ground based experiments will be able to define 
the Marangoni flow and i t s  behavior by changing grow rates,  temperature dis- 
tribution and the effect of surface agents. 
An initial sl ice heating configuration was set  up by J. Zwiener of NASA's 
Marshall Space Flight CenterISpace Sciences Lab, with guidance from 
E. L. Kern. Anelliptical spot heater is used to heat a silicon slice inside a 
vacuum chamber by using a quartz window (see Figure 35). A 750 w. heater 
7 is capaUeof supplying 105 watts, o r  a s  much a s  used by Surek to melt a 1 cm 
diameter in a 0 . 5  mrn thick silicon slice. The heater did melt  part of the 
silicon slice in this experimental setup. 
Since the power effeciency is low for  the above system, an electron beam 
heating apparatus is being used to melt silicon slices by I. Dalins of MSFCISSL. 
The center of slices have been melted and the characteristic shape of the refrozen 
crystal, a s  found by Surek, results. This method does raise  questions about 
possible large AT'S, but future defocusing of the beam could minimize that. 
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Electromagnetic pressure  on the melt from the coupling of the electron beam 
with a la teral  flow of electron current on the surface i s  a lso a consideration. 
Gallium doped slices will b e  prepared on the follow-on effort, eo that the 
flow can be characterized by striation etching and/or spreadiag resistance. 
The resistivity profile will yield keff. If flows a r e  similar to 1" diameter 
float zone growth, keff should be the same. If the instantaneous growth rate 
is slower, then keff will be lower . Oscillatory flows in the melt  will give 
r i se  to striations, s imilar  to those seen in  section 11 D above. 
The effect of surface agents, such a s  Si02 or Si3N4, should be to slow surface 
flows, a s  long a s  the melt is not saturated to the point of causing growth to be 
polycrystalline. The effect should be  observed by the aLove methods. 
Analysis of this ground based work will be used to characterize the flows a s  
a function of conditions and to propose a flight erpe rirnent if i t  is needed. 
B . Thin Rod Zoning 
Power is limited for zoning silicon crystals on early space shuttle flights. 
The diameters of interest  for making devices (50-100 mm o r  2 to 4 inches) will 
take from 5 (very optimistic) to 25  kw .power (ref. 6 pages 83-106, 204). 
Power will be available for testing concepts a t  5-7 mrn (200-400 watts) (see 
Table 6 for details, based upon an initial determination by clayton8), on the 
MEA-B carrier. 
Several things can be learned from zoning smaller  diameter crystals of 
silicon: 
1) flattening of the growth interface due to lack of bouyancy convection, 
2)  Effect of longer pseudo-diffusion boundary layers,  
3) Effect of the gaseous zoning atmosphere not having convection, 
4) Effects of Marango~i  convection. 
Some things will not be learned. The shape of the growth interface a t  small  
diameters i s  much different .Ian a t  large diameters (section II-D above). Wnile 
the convex growth interface ehould give superior crystallography (section 11-D above), 
i t  indicates that scaling the diameter up will involve substantial interface shape 
change, which will then affect lateral  solutal flows. 
The method of heating needs to be 09timized both to minimize power inefficencies 
and to maximize uniformities in temperature and crystal  properties. The methods 
to be compared are: 
1) Mot wal l  furnace, 
2) Elliptically focused light frc,r*l hot filaments, 
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3) R.F. 
4) Electron beam. 
The hot wall furnace (like the ADSF (automated direction solidification 
furnace! platinum wire heater) has never been tried fo r  eoning. I t  has the 
advantages of requiring low voltage, of flexibility in  profiling the temperature 
distribution and of the prospect of good power effeciency. 
The elligtically focused heaters have been shown to be suitable for  zoning 
sil icon9~ 10. The heaters that focus into one o r  two (or more) sides of a 
cylinder will create large AT'S, which will drive the Marangoni aonvections 
(as much a s  25-500 C). Themonoellipse furnace which heats 3600 around the 
cylinder is much preferred. The efforts of Eyer and Nitsche should be followed 
for progress on this technique. The heating elements which a r e  concentric 
around the cylinder and focused in  a toroidal-ellipsoidal fashion will be of lower 
effeciency since more  of the light has to bounce one o r  multiple times off the 
(imperfect) reflecting walls. (This i s  t h e  Semtech furnace  des ign8.  ) 
R. F. heating presently lacks good power aonversion effeciency and uniformity 
of power going into the crystal  (due to a very concentrated induced heating from a 
very thin coil and the coil slot). It does have the advantage that i t  is the standard 
method for  zoning silicon and there is a lot of experience in this area.  I m ~ r o v e -  
ments a r e  planned and the reduction of these problems will be  monitored. Electron 
beam methods w i l l  be at a disadvantage from the high voltage necessary (and 
power ineffeciency to get there) and low power effeciency i n  c r e a t i n g  t h e  e l e c t r o n  
beam, which w i l l  be made even lower by zoninq i n  a  gas atmosphere, where t h e  beam 
has t o  be e x t r a c t e d  from a vacuum-chamber f i l ament  a r e a  and then i n t e r a c t  w i t h  t h e  qas. 
Heat and mass  flows in microgravity will be different than a t  g = 1 . We do not 
know uhether the advantages of zcning dislocation f ree  crystals ir. gas (argzn, 
slightly above atmospheric pressure)  a t  g = 1 will extend to microgravity growth. 
The hot wall furnace now looks the most promising for  initial development for 
zoning silicon in space. Extensive ground based development will be needed to 
gain the experience with this method to successfully zone a t  small  diameters. 
Since there is no r.f. coil slot caused rotational meltback striations to demarcate 
the growth interface, i t  will be  necessary todo so  by a Pel t i e r  pulse which 
will either quickly freeze o r  quickly melt material  at  the interface. A current 
pulse of 6 amperes (15 amps/cm2 at 7 mm diameter) with a pul : width of 
0.01 - 0.1 seconds and spacing of 0.1 to 1.0 seconds should be adequate for  
silicon at  this diameter. 
A conceptual sketch for a hot-wall (modified ADSF) furnace is shown in Figure 36. 
The heater designs and passive hot walls (reflectors and insulators) can be determined 
emperically o r  with the aid of analytical programs, such as proposed by L. Fos ter  
(ref. 6 p. 188-199). Figurz 37 shows one conceptual layout of the hardware in a 
M. E.A . cannister. I t  i s  also conceivable that the experiments could be  done in 
a mid-deck apparatus, depending on the po we-. available. The length of zoning 
and flexibility is expected to be limited there by a height limitation. 
Figure 36 CROSS SECTION OF FURNACE ORKiINAL PACE IS OF POOR QUALITY 
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Figure 37 Silicon Zoning M.E.A. Cannister OF POOR QUALITY 
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The recommended vehicle for the Thin Rod Zoning i s  the M.E.A. cannister. 
A height of 91 cm (36 inches) would be needed to zone 15 cm long crystals 
(6 inches) in an 18 cm long hot wall furnace. This providee the necessary 
flexibility to neck the seed transition and to rotate the solid rods. Proposed 
zoning times and powers a r e  shown in Table6 . A flight unit could be ready 
to fly in late 1984, needing one year to do the preliminary ground experiments - 
tion leading to design of experiments and definition of flight hardware. If done 
in an expeditions manner, the flight hardware, further ground experimentation 
and ground based flight hardware checkout could be done in  another year. 
C. Silicon : Germanium Crystals 
Si:Ge alloys have intermediate properties (bandgap, melting point, lattice 
spacing d~ density) between silicon and germanium. The band gap (0.65 to 
1.09 eV ) makes it a very good intrinsic light detector in the 1.0 to 2.0 urn 
infrared range. New detectors a r e  needed for the 1.3 - 1.5 urn range for 
fiber optic communication Jetectors. IIC-V quaternaries (Ga, Al ,  As,@ a r e  
now being developed. For  these, new microcircuit fabrication technologies 
need to be developed, expecially in production. If silicon technology could be 
used, as  i s  a possibility with Si : Ge, then any silicon production line would 
already have the necessary technology and new facilities wouldnot be required. 
This could save industry over $100 million in development and hardware costs. 
Si :Ge chips could be bonded to silicon chips for  signal processing. The key 
to this possibility i s  growing the Si : Ge alloy of the desired composition and 
testing i ts  properties for  device fabrication. This includes the necessity to 
grow a good thermal SiO2 layer for masking. This should be shown a s  early 
as  possible in a developmental program. 
Six : Gel,x alloys cannot be grown at  g = 1 where 10 f , f 90'10. In the intermediate 
region, the Ge segregates to the bottom of a horizontal boat and constant compo- 
sition cannot be maintained. If zoned in a vertical position at  g = 1, zoning up 
(normal) would rapidly concentrate Ge a t  the growth interface, depleting the 
lighter Si atoms. In down zoning, the Ge would be depleted from the growth 
interface (now at  the top of the zone), also leading to compositional inhomo eneity. k Furthermore, the growth rate for  mid-gap material needs to be f 2 x 10' 
mmlmin. l1 This slow instantaneous growth rate is also difficult to maintain at  
g = 1 due to bouyancy convection instabilities and should be easier in micrograv- 
ity conditions. 
It i s  compatible to consider zoning Si : Ge crystals in the same apparatus a s  silicon, 
including the M. E.A. flight possiblities. Initial accomplishment of the lack of 
Ge segregation could be shown by horizontal zoning of the slice experiment nature 
(section A above) in microgravity. 
D. Flight Possibilities 
The possibilities for experimenting in microgravity are: 
Get-away special cannister (GAS-CAN) 
Mid-deck 
Mate rials Experimental Apparatus (M . E. A. ) 
Shuttle pallet-dedicated 
Spac e-lab 
Space-lab does not have sufficient power (600 watts total) for any appreciable 
diameter o r  length. A dedicated pallet in the shuttle bay is expensive and 
should be used for scaled up development after the feasibility is shown. 
0-gravity times in the KC - 135 (112 minute) o r  sounding rockets (several 
minutes) a r e  too short for any characterization of the melt conditions and their 
v~ riation. Initial power limitations and possible diameters are: 
Carrier Mode Available Power Silicon Diameter 
GAS-CAN 3.5 kw-hr. slices 
MEA - A 0.5 k w ~ h r .  5 mm 
MEA - B 2.6 kw/hr. 5 - 2 5 m m  
Shuttle Pallet 8 kw/hr. 
(or possibly MEA -C) 
It i s  recommended that MEA -B, which can easily handle the power needs shown 
in Table 6 , be considered for  initial Thin-Rod Zoning experiments. 
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